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It is a national sin, that a million and more children in the UK each have a mum or a dad 
with whom they are permitted no direct contact at all.  (Please read overleaf what the 
Declaration on the Rights of the Child has to say about this.) Parents aren’t being thus 
excluded from their own families, on such a massive scale, because many of them have ever 
done anything seriously wrong to harm the children they love, and who miss them.  I am 
deeply sorry that (in ignorance) I used ever to insult victims, by suspecting that myself. 

It is public policy to deprive children of their Declaration right to both parents following 
family separation (itself a worrying epidemic).  This is a policy that has been enthusiastically 
supported by MPs in all three of the main political parties, for half a century or so. 

“Who is my neighbour?”  Your “neighbours” include other people’s unhappy children. 

Inasmuch as you vote yet again for any of the main party candidates, you shall have 
voted, again, for even more people’s childhoods to be ruined, over the next 50 years; voted 
for bereft parents, and grandparents, to be tempted to despair, sometimes to suicide, and 
often to less rapidly self-destructive sins than suicide, which burden the taxpayer. 
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  Both parents.  Every child.  Wherever possible. 

 Please “follow” and “like” me.    http:// JohnAllman.UK  
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